We analyze correlations and patterns of oxidative activity of 3D DNA at DNA fluorescence in complete sets of chromosomes in neutrophils of peripheral blood. Fluorescence of DNA is registered by method of flow cytometry with nanometer spatial resolution. Experimental data present fluorescence of many ten thousands of cells, from different parts of body in each population, in various blood samples. Data is presented in histograms as frequency distributions of flashes in the dependence on their intensity. Normalized frequency distribution of information in these histograms is used as probabilistic measure for definition of Shannon entropy. Data analysis shows that for this measure of Shannon entropy common sum of entropy, i.e. total entropy E, for any histogram is invariant and has identical trends of changes all values of at reduction of rank r of histogram. This invariance reflects informational homeostasis of chromosomes activity inside cells in multi-scale networks of entropy, for varied ranks r. Shannon entropy in multi-scale DNA networks has much more dense packing of correlations than in "small world" networks. As the rule, networks of entropy differ by the mix of normal D < 2 and abnormal D > 2 fractal dimensions for varied ranks r, the new types of fractal patterns and hinges for various topology (fractal dimension) at different states of health. We show that all distributions of information entropy are divided on three classes, which associated in diagnostics with a good health or dominants of autoimmune or inflammatory diseases. This classification based on switching of stability at transcritical bifurcation in homeostasis regulation. We defined many ways for homeostasis regulation, coincidences and switching patterns in branching sequences, the averages of Hölder for deviations of entropy from homeostasis at different states of health, with various saturation levels the noises of entropy at activity of all chromosomes in support regulation of homeostasis.
Introduction
We oriented on medical diagnostics of health status based on oxidative activity of DNA in cells for everyday clinical practice, for given person at given time. Oxidative activity of DNA is visualized in fluorescence. We analyze experimental data on DNA fluorescence in neutrophils of peripheral blood at biochemical reaction of oxidative burst [1] . This is a high sensitive method for diagnosing many different and complex diseases, early diagnostics of illnesses, hidden diseases. Short list of clinical observations is given in [1] [2] [3] [4] . Preparation and experimental procedures, including small additions of ethidium bromide for small volumes of blood ~2 ml, excitation and measurements of fluorescence are described in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . DNA fluorescence is described by histograms in flow cytometry method with spatial resolution of measurements at a few nanometers in the flow direction [5, 6] . Statistics of fluorescence is presented in histograms for frequency of flashes P(I) as the functions of fluorescence intensity I for large populations of many ten thousands of cells, living in different parts of human body. Chaotic Brownian motion and rotation of fluorescing cells, flowing through the laser beam in flow cytometry, ensured good statistics for illustration of real 3D chromosomal activity inside living cells. Accuracy and reproducibility of experimental results in histograms of fluorescence approximately equal to 2% that corresponds to the normal, usual levels of inevitable and fatal errors and fluctuations of physical and biological nature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Three original histograms, as the illustrations of typical examples, are shown in Figure 1 .
The heterogeneous fluorescence of all chromosomes in the cells reflects simultaneously the genetic special, individual features and immune response to the pathogenic actions due to oxidative activity of DNA. Detailed accurate statistical analysis of these histograms currently is absent. Large-scale correlations for distributions of fluorescence flashes of DNA inside living cells differ from those that we would like to see by abnormal fractal dimensions and non-trivial noise level at substantially nonGaussian statistics [3] [4] [5] [6] . These natural peculiarities of immunofluorescence are often accompanied by statistical instabilities of local intensity distributions [3] [4] [5] [6] , i.e. fast exponential growth of central moments of fluorescence intensity. We need to develop a sequence of new nonlinear statistical methods for data analysis of immunofluorescence. Standard smoothing eliminates destroys and removes various peculiarities of fractal networks and correlations in the activity of DNA, changes real statistics, blurs and distorts many aspects of reality.
According to tradition, now and in the latter time, dominating sciences about DNA based on various approaches in biochemistry, structural biology, materials science and combinatorics for lonely DNA. In this case, To diagnostics features oxidizing activity of DNA in the blood cells for one and the same person at different times or in blood cells of different people need to compare various distributions of fluorescence, which are very diverse and changeable, as for three examples in Figure  1 . A huge role here is played by the irregularity, infrequency and brokenness of histograms, which define basic information on DNA activity [5] [6] [7] . Any artificial smoothing results destroy this information. For comparison various distributions of fluorescence we must understand the origin and function of these distributions under what conditions and parameters they need to be compared. For example, at Gaussian distribution of random variables is important to know only the mean and variance. If the statistics is very complex, such parameters and their combinations can be very, very, many. Here observed non-trivial noises of fluorescence and the exponential divergence central moments for fluctuations of intensity at increasing the number of central moments [3] [4] [5] . This is a clear sign of turbulence [3] . In this case, when comparing different distributions and moments for fluctuations of intensity the number of corresponding moments also exponentially quickly grows with increasing the order of diverging statistical moments. The similar procedures of comparisons haven't the sense in nature and in science, excluding examples and illustrations the growth for rate of statistical instabilities in the interpretation of complexity. Reproducible results and clear analysis real activity various DNA inside cells produce the need of clear, stable levels and criteria for comparison different distributions of DNA fluorescence.
Let us introduce frequency distribution of Shannon entropy , based on the frequency distributions of information This invariant was observed during fluorescence of DNA in human neutrophils in different samples of blood [5, 7] , as in Figure 2(c) . We observe only one unified value of total Shannon entropy , like the empirical invariant, as the identical sum in each given distribution of entropy, in given sample of blood, for all cells and any donor. This invariant has one and the same value of total Shannon entropy at fluorescence for given rank r of histograms, i.e. given scale 
Let us consider the normalized m distribution of inforation
as the probabilistic measure for frequency distributions
Data analysis of all experiments has shown the conse
r all neutrophils in all donors [5, 7] . Value of total entropy
depends on given rank r of histo d) and Equation (7)). Rank r is defined by the maximal number of measuring channels max gram (see How will be changing the information J(I) due to reduction of rank r or the range r at definition of Shannon entropy? Here, as everywhere, are used different terms a rank r and range r for the same value of r. Range of histogram r interconnected with the selection of multistage clusters in networks with structure of bronchial tree; here range r coincides with the number of columns in a histogram or with the number of channels for measurements of fluorescence intensity at given maximal value of dimensionless intensity, i.e. , provide the changes in irregularity and brokenfrequency distribution of fluorescence for histograms of various rank r. Various examples decreasing of histograms rank r presented in [3, 5, 7] . Integer r defines the total range r for distribution of entropy as maximal number of columns in reduced histogram. Each reduction of r leads to the redistribution of probability density ness of   , P I r and information  
Frequency distribution of entropy 
Manifold of Dense Fractal Networks of Shannon Entropy for Informa
Let us consider some fractal peculiarities of immu orescence distribution. Different analogies networks such as bronchial tree, structure of oncology tumor, arterials tree, etc with networks and distributions of immunofluorescence are described in [3] . Many histograms of different origin are the similar to the histograms for fluorescence of neutrophils in Figure 1 [3] . Range of histogram r interconnected with the selection of multistage clusters in networks with structure of bronchial tree. Variations of range r, i.e. rank of histogram r, or variations the scale r provide the changes in irregularity and brokenness of frequency distribution of fluorescence for histograms of various rank r. The quantitative measure of irregularity and brokenness for frequency distribution of flashes for any rank r, in all histograms may serve a Hurst index H. может служить.
Hurst exponent H [8] is determined by means of regression equation
where R/S is rescaled range (R = S), R is mal deviation of P(I) from local mean le  . Absolute majority of the authors ignore any anomaly fractal dimensions. Nonetheless, negative Hurst index H < 0 does not contradict of main definitions wer-law correlations for fractal distributions [9] , subject to rejection from the hypothesis of self-affinity. In the case of H < 0 an anomalous fractal dimension D > 2 can serve as a measure of fragmentation for correlations in complex networks [10] .
Abnormal fractal dimensions D > 2 give not only fragmentation of correlations but also ensure more dense packing of fractal netw
, for certain number of nodes N, decreases at increasing the value of D. We do not know characteristics of fragmentation of information entropy of DNA and we do not have the recipes and methods of its descriptions. Therefore, we guide by clear signs of new peculiarities and strong expressions of contradictions with the traditional images of modern standards, diagrams and descriptions of DNA activity inside cell. For example, we consider different unusual deviations of typical features from very popular networks of "small worlds" [11] , that are often used to describe global DNA activity inside cells [12, 13] .
According to Random networks with a given degree distribution may be the networks of "small worlds" [14] , as in one from most popular family of complex networks [11] [12] [13] . "Small world" behavior is typically characterized by logarithmic scaling for path length tends d ~ lnN [14] . of "small worlds". Therefore netorks of "exponentially small worlds" are more suitable nd rather no ig ra w for description of information entropy of DNA.
Other type of correlations may be presented in networks of "double logarithm scale" in Figure 6 .
According to Figures 5 and 6 , branching a table differences in networks corresponding to various states of health are observed for small rank r = 4 and b nk r > 32. Rather good coincidence and local universality of entropy networks for different states of health are observed at rank r = 8, 16, 32 in Figure 5 for "exponentially small worlds" and in Figure 6 
Noise of Entropy in Homeostasis Support. Patterns a
We have no of ideal, absolute, correct homeostasis, noere and never. We always observe various fluct ring regulation fluctuations also very individual and consist many information on stability regulation the dynamic equilibrium in homeostasis. Let Figure 7(a) . Analysis show that distributions of various other averages of Hölder, for other values of rank r are rather close to each other. This means the similar noise levels of information entropy near homeo cology and in a good health for given donors at other values of rank r. In the latter case we observe very notable differences in fractal structures of networks of information entropy in Figures  3-6 and difference in their stability (see bellow Figure 8 ). Therefore, we cannot assume that similarity in the averages of Hölder linked with the coinciding characteristics of collective correlations inside and between chromosomes in networks of a certain scale r for different states of health. This means only some similarity in the levels of noises for ensuring information transfer and chromosomal correlations near homeostasis, as for one and the same noise level in various Brownian motions.
Mean level of experimental errors in original cytometric histograms for r = 256 is about 2% [6] [7] [8] . We observe much more noticeable and very clear difference between initial and transformed experimental distribution Figure 7 for a good health, oncology and for asthma here linked with ch g stability due to transcritical bifurcation in distributions of information entropy in Figure 8 tatuses of health.
Statistical Stability and Transcritical Bifurcation
Let us consider statistical stabil angin for different s ity varied distributions of pren of en Figure 8 . Large-scale distributions (13) has stationary solutions that correspond to fixed information entropy following to some approaches sented in [3] . Reduction of rank r leads to distributio tropy presented in of information entropy for rank r = 4 in Figure 8 have different statistical properties and different stability types for various states of health. These properties are connected with transcritical bifurcation in homeostasis regulation. Transcritical bifurcation has a normal form [15] 
where A is a control parameter. 
The Fokker-Planck equation that corres to Equation (15) is
Equation (16) 
Changeability and Switching of Entropy's Noise for a Healthy Donor in Real Time
Let us compare, in real time, during one year, Shannon entropy for DNA activity inside cells of healthy donor. Three histograms are shown in Figure 9 . One may to compare histograms in Figures 1 and 9 . stributions of entropy are shown in Figure 10 . 
